Statistical determination of threshold for cellular division in the CFSE-labeling assay.
The combination of flow cytometry and carboxyl fluorescent succinimidyl ester (CFSE) labeling techniques has been widely used in the study of cellular proliferation, including measurement of the percentage of proliferated cells and the number of cell divisions undergone by proliferated cells. However, the smallest numbers that represent true cell division rather than experimental variation are not known. To define a threshold that separates true proliferation from experimental variation, we performed a large number of replicate CFSE labeling experiments using polyclonal stimulation, obtained the percentages of proliferated cells using ModFit software, and then analyzed these data using several statistical methods. Our results indicate that the threshold of proliferation lies between 0.071% (95% confidence) and 0.114% (99% confidence) of total CFSE-labeled cells under our laboratory conditions. We offer our methods presented here for other investigators to calculate a threshold in their own CFSE-labeling experiments.